
Exploring the Research Process Activity (for ENG 112)
Premise
In Inquiry One, one of our goals were to make visible the reading practices that we as scholars often take for granted.  The premise for 
this exercise remains the same.  How do we do research as scholars?  How does it differ depending on the field or topic?  Many first 
year students assume that research is merely the collection of research material. The point of this exercise to show students inventional 
aspects of the research process, as well as make visible the many different “research paths” available to them.

Front Loading
Before implementing this exercise, you should consider how you might front load the material.  For example, you might map out your 
own researching process for a particular project (see www.bubbl.us example in Appendix One).  You might also spend some time on 
how students can find an “entry point” into their research.  For instance, students could work deductively by considering what kind of 
lenses are of interest to them (see Appendix Two).  Or students could look at their close reading of the text (or watch a video clip) and 
find researchable elements inductively.  Of course, you can simply assign your own examples.

Instructions
Divide the class into groups and assign each a starting point for their research path.  Each group should decide what their “entry point” 
will be (see above), but they should take into consideration what kind of research tool they are being asked to use.  Their goal should 
be to find a scholarly article that can be applied to a given literary text. You should stress that the article does not have to be about the 
text, but it should be applicable to something in the text.  As they search for their text, a designated scribe should map out the path as 
they go.  Students could draw on a piece of paper then share later on the doc cam.  They could also use Word or www.bubbl.us.  Either 
way, the final goal of the activity is for students to end with a sharable and discussable depiction of their research process.  

Possible Starting Points
• Google Scholar
• Miami Library Catalog
• Academic Search Premier (and specialized databases therein)
• Wikipedia
• Sociological Abstracts

Tips to Share With Students
• Mine your sourcesʼ sources (e.g., journal articles, Wikipedia)
• Use “and” between search terms when searching in databases 
• Brainstorm synonyms to use as search terms; use “or” between synonymous search terms in databases" 	  
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Appendix One
Though such a chart is difficult to describe briefly on paper, note how this shows a research process that is non-linear and relies on 
both formal and informal sources.  Since the exact nature of the needed source was not known at the start, this research path was very 
inventional.  Of course, research paths will vary greatly, but these maps can show interesting elements of the research process that do 
not follow formulaic ways of thinking.  [This map starts with Google Scholar.]



Appendix Two
The idea of multiple “lenses” and contexts has already come up.  Students may be interested in a particular way of looking at the text 
that might help guide their research process.  For example, here, a student interested in The Wizard of Oz from a political perspective 
might use the Miami University Libraries catalog to search “wizard of oz and politics” and discover the book The Historian's Wizard of 
Oz: Reading L. Frank Baum's Classic As a Political and Monetary Allegory.
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